Piano/Vocal

Loose Cannon
(Karl, Ensemble)

cue: Ruby: This is an awful lot of build up.

Karl: How do I know all this, you might be asking. How do I know these details of this prophet so esteemed?! How?! How?
Ruby: (U r an idiot wow) Is it because you are Karl// August
(A big cape reveal or something from (NOT SO) MYSTERIOUS FIGIRE to reveal:)

Now For The Main Attraction (q=58)

Karl:

```
//It's be - cause I'm
```

To Chimes/Piano

Proud and edgy (q=116)

Mary: Oh good.

Controlled "Danger" (q=132)

Just a little too slow to be cool.

loose can - non you ba-by brained fools I'm a loose can - non break-ing all of the rules the
great-est gift to hu-man-kind I'm here to blow your freak-ing mi-e-ind.

Bet-ter duck for cov-er be-cause you will soon dis-cov-er that

there's a short fused cannon on the loose.
Yeah!

What's my name, man?

Ruby: Wait is he a bird or a cannon?

Mary: Obviously he’s both.

Yeah!

And I'm a

Karl August Weinhold!

KAW KAW KAW!

A few spectators:

+More spectators:

Karl August Weinhold!

KAW KAW KAW!

A few spectators:

+More spectators:

Karl August Weinhold!

KAW KAW KAW!

(Sigs.)
I'm ready to blow I'm a loose cannon
Here to put on a show you

think you've seen raw shit before but I can show you so much more.

show me so much more.

show me so much more.

#7. Loose Cannon
Bet-ter drop the zero bet-ter get with this he-ro. 'cuz

there's a short fused can-non on the loose.

Yeah yeah!

Spectators:

Yeah yeah!
Ruby: This is idiotic. Karl: Is this idiotic? Or is it your FACE THAT IS IDIOTIC.

Linda: 

Spectators:

A little faster (\( \text{q}=144 \))

Karl:
I'm about to show you is not for the faint of heart

But I

Two spectators:
Oh my.

of fer it to you as my fiend-ish work of art.

You

thought those frogs were row dy you thought those frogs were a fright but

Liam:
Like a cheerleader

Beatrice:
Like a cheerleader

Oh yes!

Uh huh!
I bet you have never seen what you're about to see tonight. Yes,

the people call me crazy. So sensual, so odd but

A little crazy. ooo A little odd

A little crazy. ooo A little odd
what you're about to realize: I'm a damn electric god.

Damn electric god.

Damn electric god.
Karl: Get a load of this Aldini, you ancient nerd.
Aldini: Why am I being harassed?
(KARL reveals a stage with 6 dead cats all lined in a row.)

Regal ($q=100$)

Karl:

accel.

What

once was dead I will revive__
Yes I will make these cats alive!

Are you

Spectators:

WHATTTTT???

Spectators:

WHATTTTT???
Grand, Sparkly ($\approx 152$)

read - y? I said are you read - y?

Yeah_____ yeah!_____

Yeah_____ yeah!_____

Yeah_____ yeah!_____

Yeah_____ yeah!_____

Yeah_____ yeah!_____

Yeah_____ yeah!_____

Karl: COUNT ME DOWN YOU FREAKS!

yeah!________________

Five! Four! Three! Two! One!

yeah!________________

Five! Four! Three! Two! One!

(2 bars)
Literal Screamo \( \ell = 126 \)

(KARL pulls the lever.)

(Re-animated Cats: A healthy impression of screamo music)

(Members of the audience pass out. Others erupt into applause.)
Karl:

Oh yeah. I am KAW KAW KAW!

Spectators:

KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold!

KAW KAW KAW!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!

Karl August Weinhold! AHHH!

KARL KAW KAW KAW!
I'm a loose cannon, you baby-brained fools.

KAW!

KAW!

(Dr.)

loose cannon breaking all of the rules the
great-est gift to hu-man-kind I'm here to blow your freak-ing mi-e-ind.

Better duck for cov-er because

you will soon dis-cov-er that

(Stgs.)
there's a short fused cannon on the loose.

(KARL once again pulls the lever, effectively letting the cats be dead again. FIREWORKS. Rapturous applause.)

Fireworks (\(\text{\textit{aff}}\)=172)